At the Citation for Chemical Award Ceremony honoring the publication of Emil Fischer (“Über die Configuration des Traubenzuckers und seiner Isomeren,” *Chemische Berichte*, 1891, 24, 1836-1845) for the discovery of the structure of the sugars, October 7, 2015, University of Würzburg, Germany.

Joy at receiving the Citation for Chemical Breakthrough Award! (L to R) Professor Frank Würthner, Professor Christoph Lambert, President Alfred Forchel, and Jeffrey I. Seeman (HIST representative, University of Richmond).

(L to R) Professor Siegried Hünig, Professor G. Bringmann, Lambert, Würthner, Forchel, Seeman, and Professor A. Barrett, FRS (Imperial College, London).
Hanging the Fischer plaque at the University of Würzburg, October 7, 2015. (L to R) Professor Christoph Lambert, Professor G. Bringmann, Professor Frank Würthner, and Jeffrey I. Seeman and Anthony Barrett, FRS (HIST representatives).